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Abstract: Considering climate change, recent political debates often focus on measures to reduce
CO2 emissions. One key component is the reduction of emissions produced by motorized vehicles.
Since the amount of emission directly correlates to the velocity of a vehicle via energy consumption
factors, a general speed limit is often proposed. This article presents a methodology to combine
openly available topology data of road networks from OpenStreetMap (OSM) with pay-per-use
API traffic data from TomTom to evaluate such measures transparently by analyzing historical
real-world circumstances. From our exemplary case study of the German motorway network,
we derive that most parts of the motorway network on average do not reach their maximum allowed
speed throughout the day due to traffic, construction sites and general road utilization by network
participants. Nonetheless our findings prove that the introduction of a speed limit of 120 km per
hour on the German autobahn would restrict 50.74% of network flow kilometers for a CO2 reduction
of 7.43% compared to the unrestricted state.
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1. Introduction

Discussion Transparency through

Greenhouse gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide emissions, are a significant driver
of climate change [1]. Therefore, political discussions and ecological debates have focused
on reducing CO2 emissions to slow down the impact of man-made climate change for more
than 25 years [2].
According to the European Environment Agency (EEA), the energy supply and transport sectors are main contributors to this problem by producing the largest amounts of
CO2 emissions. More specifically, one major factor is road transport, which accounted for
18% of European CO2 emissions in 2018. Road transportation can generally be divided into
the commercial and private transportation sectors. The European Commission stated that
commercial road transportation accounts for about 38% of all CO2 emissions produced
via road transportation, whereas private road transportation represented by passenger
vehicles contributes the remaining 62% of CO2 emissions. Extensive literature can be found
on the topic of dealing with the connection between the public road transport sector and
greenhouse gas emission as well as potential actions to achieve certain reductions [3–10].
While examining the literature, two major proposals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
within the private road transport sector are identified: (1) a global change of fleet to electric
vehicles powered by renewable energy sources instead of fossil fuels, as well as (2) the
introduction of general speed limits to reduce higher amounts of emission produced at
increased velocities.
The proposal of switching to electric vehicles has one significant disadvantage: It is
considered a long-term strategy and therefore has no significant instant impact on CO2
emissions [11]. Research on electric vehicle sales forecasting provides evidence that the
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first country to achieve a targeted market penetration of electric vehicles of 50% will
be Norway by the year 2026. Germany is considered to reach the 50% mark of electric
vehicle market penetration by 2032 [12]. This slow diffusion stems from two sub-problems:
The first and rather obvious problem lies in the fact that people are required to swap their
combustion engine vehicles for electric vehicles. In most cases, this means buying a new
car. Buying a new car leads to an additional financial burden, which results in people not
daring to take the step without need or necessity [13]. The financial burden can be lowered
by governmental support in the form of subsidies or tax discounts [14]. In addition to
that, the willingness to adopt this new technology is highly dependent on the available
charging infrastructure, which must be improved to make using an electric vehicle over
long distances a viable alternative [15,16]. Therefore, the problem of conversion time
from conventional vehicles to electric vehicles is dependent on the life cycle of current
conventional fleets, the financial support provided by the government and the willingness
of consumers to adopt and accept this new technology. Secondly, a more severe problem
inhibiting a short-term change of fleet is the required power supply to support large
fleets of battery-powered vehicles. Electric vehicles do not rely on fossil fuels during
operation, which results in reduced operating CO2 emissions. Nonetheless, one key fact
that is easily forgotten is the heavily increased CO2 emission as a result of generating
large amounts of electric energy via conventional means of power generation. Therefore,
electric vehicles can realistically only help reduce road-transport-induced CO2 emissions
under the assumption that electricity output is generated in a decarbonized way [17,18].
Inspecting the G20 states, Brazil and Canada lead the comparison with shares over 70% of
renewable power generation capacities. Indonesia, Republic of Korea, and South Africa are
considered negative examples with shares of renewable power generation capacities under
20%. Trailing far behind in terms of renewable power generation is Saudi Arabia with zero
renewable power generation capacity [19]. Generating most of the electricity demand via
renewable resources like wind and sunlight is part of most governmental and ecological
plans but certainly is not the main contributor to power generation in many countries
yet. Implementing and realizing these plans cannot be achieved overnight and therefore
still impede a fleet-wide electrification [20]. Consequently, politicians and researchers are
looking for actions to reduce CO2 emissions quickly. An action that is meant to instantly
reduce CO2 emissions is the introduction of speed limits on public streets.
To allow for a better understanding of the political debate in general, we take a closer
look at the following question: How do speed limits affect CO2 emissions? Speed limits directly influence and, in most cases, reduce the average velocity of motorized vehicles [21,22],
even if not every driver can be expected to obey the restrictions [23]. Since the amount of
energy required to move a conventional vehicle at a specific speed directly results in liters
of fossil fuel burned, which in turn leads to carbon dioxide emissions, the total amount of
pollution created by a vehicle is heavily correlated to the velocity it is moving at [24–26].
Therefore, in theory a restriction in maximum allowed speed significantly reduces the
maximum amount of CO2 produced on a per-kilometer basis. This correlation between
speed limits and CO2 reductions has been researched extensively [23,27–31].
Furthermore, a general speed limit can smooth out the velocity across network participants, leading, theoretically, to a smoothed traffic flow, which requires less braking and
accelerating [32]. Since the amount of fuel burned during acceleration is much higher than
during cruising speeds, this in turn results in less air pollution by CO2 emissions [29,31]
while also decreasing the likelihood of accidents caused by speeding within the traffic
network as well as noise emissions [33–35].
As a result, one key argument that is heavily controversial within the German parliament and public opinion alike is the introduction of a general speed limit on the German
autobahn. This stems from the fact that carbon dioxide emissions generally increase disproportionally above 120 kph and the German autobahn is one of the last motorway networks
worldwide where it is legally allowed to drive at unrestricted speeds throughout large
parts of the network. Studies cited in favor of speed reductions on urban streets as well as
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highways presented substantial savings in CO2 emissions in the range of 5 to 30%, depending on the intensity of traffic congestion [30,31]. Additionally, the German Environment
Agency (GEA) recently published a study to evaluate the consequences of a general speed
limit on German motorways. According to this official study, the proposed reduction to
a maximum velocity of 120 kph should result in yearly total CO2 savings of 2.6 million
tons. These savings assume that 55.5% of the entire motorway network flow is unrestricted
and driving speeds along these unrestricted edges average at about 124.7 kph [36]. Critics
question the validity of the proposed savings in terms of the assumptions made and the
methodology used, since the official study partly relied on old data from 2010 as well as
non-public information.
When reading the referenced study [37], three suggestions for improvement regarding
the estimation of vehicle velocities stand out that should be considered and improved upon:
1.

2.

3.

The study references data from nearly one decade ago to estimate an underlying
distribution of vehicle velocities throughout the network. According to the study,
additional data were gathered from 2010 to 2014 to measure velocity but this information has never received an update and could be outdated, since road conditions and
construction sites have a significant impact on network velocity and could very well
change within the span of 10 years. Therefore, more recent data should be included.
The aforementioned information was gathered via measuring points directly installed
on individual motorway edges. However, the number of measuring points was very
limited. In sequence for the years 2010 to 2014, the number of measuring points that
were working as intended and generating data was 80, 102, 108, 114 and 116 points,
respectively. Comparing the number of measuring stations to the total motorway
network length of 25,665 km, one measuring point had to cover approximately 221 km.
Due to this small coverage, relevance of the provided velocity estimations on a large
scale is questionable and requires validation.
The last argument for an in-depth review of these velocity estimations is one concerning data transparency. The raw data basis as well as the presented estimations have
never been published in detail, which inflicts doubts on the credibility of the used
methodology and implementation.

Due to the shortcomings of the previously published study by the GEA as well as
the general necessity to regularly update such assessments in a perpetually changing field
of research [38], the following article aims to validate or disprove political and ecological
statements transparently by using publicly available up-to-date data from providers such
as OpenStreetMap (OSM) and TomTom. Within our context, publicly available means
the source of the information allows access to the information by anyone upon request.
We aim to evaluate whether the actual driving speeds as measured by navigation devices
throughout the entirety of the road network are as high as presented during previous
selected studies based on historical averages. Based on this evaluation, we compute
possible savings via the introduction of a speed limit into the network by referencing
general emission curves for motorized passenger vehicles. The general research question
to be answered via this methodology can therefore be formulated as follows:
How can road networks be enriched by publicly available real-world data to enable
CO2 emission calculations?
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 describes and applies
our methodology to generate representative and routable (road) networks from publicly
available data. We begin by retrieving geographical street data via OpenStreetMap to
build the network and continue by supplementing the network by means of static, official
traffic count and traffic distribution data provided by the GEA. In addition to this static
information, we reference and map historically averaged traffic flow information from
the TomTom API onto our network to approximate network usage on a per-edge basis
throughout any given day. Section 3 continues by outlining the calculations applied to this
enhanced network to derive results in terms of CO2 emission reductions achievable by
introducing speed limits into the traffic network. Finally, Section 4 discusses the results
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of our calculations in comparison to the previously published study by the GEA, while
Section 5 discusses our findings in relation to previous studies on dynamic traffic speed
limits and road participant acceptance in different countries.
2. Generating Routable Networks from Publicly Available Data
2.1. Extracting Data from OSM
At its core, the methodology to be presented is based on a programmatic analysis of
traffic networks. Within this context, a traffic network is defined as a combination of nodes
and edges, while edges are defined as a direct link between a set of exactly two nodes.
One key component of mapping traffic information onto network data structures is the
assumption of directed connections. Therefore, two-way streets are defined by different
nodes and edges for each individual direction. This fact plays a crucial role in our need to
develop auxiliary functions to correctly map external data onto the right nodes and edges
within our network.
Building such networks from scratch would require mapping any relevant street
within the network as a connection of nodes and edges while also adding geospatial information to each data point. Due to the sheer size of a country-wide motorway network, this
would require hours upon hours of manual and labor-intensive work. This is where opendata platforms like OpenStreetMap come into play. These platforms use crowdsourcing to
keep information up to date and openly accessible. Especially for primary road networks,
this approach results in a high coverage and accuracy [39,40].
Unsurprisingly, these data pools are used regularly by researchers and practitioners
alike to extract detailed topological information. One such framework to create spatial
networks from OSM data is the Python package OSMnx by Geoff Boeing [41]. By using
this package, we extracted the relevant motorway network, in the example defined via
bounding box, and saved the network to disk as a GraphML file. This GraphML file not
only contained information about nodes and edges, which, in their sum, define the network,
but also included additional information from OSM such as, for example, speed limits as
enforced by traffic signs as well as the length in meters for any given edge throughout
the network. Note, however, that this information is entirely crowdsourced and might
therefore include errors or missing details if no OSM user has added a specific parameter to
the platform yet. Nonetheless, this first step left us with a fully connected and routable road
network that already contained most basic information. In our context, fully connected and
routable describes the fact that the network topology enables the construction of routes
from a source to a destination both defined by separate nodes via an uninterrupted path
containing several edges. Since every node at least contains information about its geospatial
location in the form of latitude–longitude coordinate pairs, we can already visualize the
retrieved network as depicted in Figure 1.
2.2. Adding Official Traffic Count Data
We began enhancing the information density of the network by adding traffic count
data to identify estimated total quantities of cars on a per-edge basis for any average day.
In case of the German motorway network, the “Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen” (BASt),
a governmental institution, regularly measures traffic counts on German primary and
secondary roads via a total of 1913 counting points. For application in different countries
or regions, corresponding local data sources must be identified accordingly. Of these 1913
counting points throughout Germany, 1125 are located on motorways.
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Python workspace where the network resides. By using a getNearestNode function from
the OSMnx package with a maximum cutoff radius of 5 km, we mapped the traffic coun
data (which include latitude/longitude coordinate pairs for every counting point) onto
their respective nodes in the network. The contextually relevant information included in
this data was comprised of
•
the average daily quantity of cars measured by the counting point,
•
as well as the average daily quantity of trucks measured by the counting point.
After successful mapping, these data were incorporated into the network and could
be referenced as a data dictionary for every node’s unique ID. Figure 2 depicts all nodes
that now contained traffic data information in yellow.
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As can be seen in Figure 3, throughout2Germany, certain areas showed a specifically
high traffic count. The western area, mainly the state of North Rhine–Westphalia, as well as
the areas around Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Berlin and Munich, depicted a higher-than-average
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2.3. Adding Additional Traffic Distribution Information throughout the Day
To be able to divide the daily total traffic count per edge into 30-min intervals, a distribution function was derived using another set of officially published BASt data. This
second data set is a more detailed version of the previously used traffic count data set and
includes hourly data points for the same traffic counting points. We grouped this data by
hour and extracted bidirectional traffic counts, derived the average hourly traffic count,
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The endpoint allowed access to a database of navigation information supplemented by
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historical data gathered via personal and commercial navigation devices. Every route
quest, excluding free quotas provided to experiment with the API, required authentication and incurred a cost. To request and incorporate this data efficiently, we first needed
to generate routes such that, at best, every edge included in the network was also included
incurred a cost. To request and incorporate this data efficiently, we first needed to generate
in at least one or more TomTom routing calls while minimizing the total number of routes
routes such that, at best, every edge included in the network was also included in at least
required.
one or more TomTom routing calls while minimizing the total number of routes required.
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Figure 5. Different stages of network coverage after Steps 2 (a), 4 (b) and 5 (c). The rightmost image depicts the final
network coverage. Road sections highlighted in red are traversed by at least one route request.

As a next step, all 958 routes needed to be converted to a suitable format to use
with the TomTom Routing API. In its most basic form, the API requires a route as a
colon-delimited list of successive coordinate pairs. We therefore retrieved the latitude and
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longitude attribute for every node along a route and added them together as a text string
in the format.
routeString1 to n = lat1 : lon1 ; lat2 : lon2 ; . . . ; latn : lonn .

(2)

Since the maximum number of points contained within any given TomTom route is
restricted to 150, we only added one coordinate pair for every motorway exit along the
route, since these exit nodes were the only possible change in direction on a motorway.
In case a route contained more than 150 individual points, we divided the full route into
individual slices, resulting in multiple API calls for full route coverage. An additional
restriction was added in the form of a minimum aerial distance of 100 m between consecutive coordinate pairs. This was incorporated to compensate for slight discrepancies
between our network coordinates and TomTom’s routing network, which in the case of
high-granularity routing led to mismatches and unwanted detours. The resulting list of
routes comprised of coordinate pairings as specified and required for use with the TomTom
Routing API was then saved to disk as a .csv file.
2.4.2. Mapping TomTom Routing API Data onto the Network
Using the comma-separated values file created during the previous paragraph, a total
of 45,984 API requests were necessary to retrieve all relevant data via the Routing API.
The total amount was comprised of 958 requests per individual pass. One pass equaled
the request of all routes throughout the network for a single timestamp on any future date,
in this case, a future Monday. Requesting a future date led to the calculation of historical
averages by TomTom. We observed a timeframe from 0:00 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. in 30-min
intervals, leading to 48 separate API passes. One important parameter that must be set is
the sectionType = motorway parameter. Using this optional parameter, the TomTom response
included additional information describing which of the return legs, corresponding to
network edges, lay on the motorway network. This was necessary because, as previously
mentioned, the TomTom routing network marginally deviates from the underlying OSM
network data. In some cases, this led to TomTom mapping the provided coordinate pairs
slightly off to the side of any actual motorway, resulting in high deviations of route length
caused by significant detours to navigate to the next freeway ramp and get back on route.
Since we did not want to map any of these detours onto our network, we eliminated this
problem by using the sectionType parameter.
The result for any individual API call was saved to disk as a JSON file. Every JSON
response file contained multiple trip legs. Every leg contained multiple successive coordinate points. Additionally, every leg contained information such as length of the leg
in meters, travel time in seconds required to fully traverse the leg, the associated travel
speed in kilometers per hour as well as historically averaged counterparts and information
about traffic-induced delays. All of these details remained to be incorporated into the local
OSM network. To do this, we derived the following logic, which was applied to every
response file:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Iterate through all legs within the response file;
Check if the entirety of points inside a leg are included in a motorway section (meaning
the leg is entirely located on a motorway and therefore relevant);
If true, calculate the shortest paths from start- to endpoint of the leg within the OSM
network, resulting in a list of network nodes along the TomTom leg;
If leg length and corresponding OSM network path length deviate by less than 10%,
a correct mapping is found;
Therefore, iterate across all edges of this path and update the edge attributes with
TomTom leg traffic flow information.

By running this logic, we created a data dictionary for every edge contained in the
OSM network with a single index for every timestamp during which the edge was traversed
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3. Case Study: Calculating CO Emissions
3. Case Study: Calculating CO2 2Emissions
The methodology provided in the previous section can be applied to any region that
The methodology provided in the previous section can be applied to any region that
can be defined either via a geographical bounding box or a unique literal identifier like
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3.1. Establishing General Key Parameters for CO2 Calculations
According to the DIN EN 16258:2013-03 norm, every Megajoule of petroleum burned
produces 75.2 g of CO2 equivalents (CO2 e), while one Megajoule of diesel leads to 71.0 g of
CO2 e emissions [42]. According to the European Automobile Manufacturers Association,
one liter of diesel fuel has an energy density of 36.9 Megajoule, while one liter of petroleum
has an energy density of 33.7 Megajoule. Therefore, both engine types produce roughly
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of CO2 g emitted on any average Monday throughout the German motorway network.
Unfortunately, this result only held true under the previous assumption that all traffic is
evenly distributed across the day. It was therefore prone to error because travel speeds
as well as traffic delays vary throughout the day, as can be measured by inspecting the
specific attributes across edges throughout the day. Given the fact that during a possible
morning rush hour, the travel speed on a specific edge is much lower than during the rest
of the day, this should be weighted accordingly by also including the percentage of daily
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cars that need to traverse the edge at this specific time of the day into the calculation (see
Section 2.3).
The measurement of kilometers traveled along an edge multiplied by the number of
total applicable cars at any specific time t was therefore defined as the edge flow kilometers
of any edge at time t. Due to this, the total edge flow kilometers (TEFK) of any edge can be
calculated via the formula
TEFK =

48

∑ t =1

edge length [m]
∗ ( Percentage o f daily cars(t) ∗ TCE ),
1000

(3)

which enables weighting of time-specific edge calculations based on their proportion of
total edge flow kilometers. All following calculations and results depicted were based on
these weighted flow kilometers.
3.2. Applying Speed Limits to the Network
Introducing a speed limit into the network was as simple as defining a cutoff-threshold
that was applied at time of calculation. During unrestricted state, every network edge contained several average travel speeds—one value per timestamp. By defining an exemplary
threshold of 120 kph, we simply cut off any average travel speeds above 120 kph on a perunrestricted-edge basis. Any edge with a speed below the threshold remained unchanged
while sections above the threshold were limited to the threshold when included in any
calculation. This simplified introduction of a speed limit could therefore be compared to the
introduction of legally binding, static traffic signs on the motorway network. As depicted
in Figure 6, not all network participants could be expected to implicitly comply with the
legal restrictions. Therefore, we additionally applied the speed distribution in restricted
state (see Figure 6, depicted in blue) to arrive at a more realistic speed distribution for any
given edge at specified time t. A thorough discussion of the results achieved by introducing
different speed thresholds into the network can be found in the upcoming section.
4. Results
In this section, we examine the results presented by the German Environment Agency
within the official study and compare these results to calculations derived directly via
the network.
4.1. Network Benchmark
We began by comparing basic statements concerning the general motorway infrastructure, its state of restriction and general usage-patterns to establish a baseline similarity
between both the official study and our programmatical analysis. The results of this
comparison are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Benchmark between general motorway infrastructure according to the German Environment Agency (GEA) and
proposed methodology for network analysis.
Speed Limit [kph]

Ø Travel Speed GEA
[kph]

Affected Flow GEA
[%]

Ø Travel Speed Network
Analysis [kph]

Affected Flow
Network Analysis [%]

100
120
130
Unrestricted
Network-wide

103.3
115.6
118.3
124.7
116.5

10.95
17.17
7.4
55.5
-

102.9
114.24
118.82
126.77
119.37

8.38
25
8.8
53.5
-

According to the GEA, 55.5% of the German motorway flow across the network
currently has no permanent speed restriction (e.g., static traffic signs) in place. In cases of
no speed restriction, hereby defined as “open” sections, the average travel speed across
network participants is measured at 124.7 kph. A total of 10.95% of network flow is
permanently restricted to 100 kph with a measured average travel speed of 103.3 kph.
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The largest part of the restricted network flow is statically restricted to 120 kph with an
average travel speed slightly below the allowed maximum speed at 115.6 kph. Another
7.4% of network flow is presented as currently restricted to 130 kph with an average travel
speed of 118.3 kph. The remaining 8.9% of network flow belongs to speed categories
below 100 kph, as is the case with inner-city motorways or permanent construction sites.
On average, travel speed across all network flow is 116.5 kph, according to the GEA.
By retrieving the same statistics programmatically via the motorway network, we arrived at comparable results for speed restrictions of 100 kph, 130 kph and for non-restricted
traffic flow with 8.38% and 102.9 kph, 8.8% and 118.82 kph as well as 53.5% and 126.77 kph,
respectively. In the case of network flow permanently restricted to 120 km, our results
differed significantly from the official study. The network analysis resulted in 25% of flow
kilometers that were currently restricted to 120 kph instead of the previously cited 17.2%.
In terms of average speed on these sections, the results converged again with the network
analysis, resulting in 114.24 kph compared to 115.6 kph. This difference was most likely
caused by including versus omitting dynamic traffic signs during the analysis. While
we have no specific information on how dynamic traffic signs were handled by the GEA,
our network defaulted to assuming an average restriction of 120 kph. Across all flow
kilometers, the network calculated an average travel speed of 119.37 kph.
4.2. Theoretical versus Practical Speed Restrictions
By definition, a restriction only occurs if the historically averaged travel speed is
higher than the threshold at which the speed limit would occur. This means that it is
entirely possible that even though a particular section of the motorway network legally
allows for a maximum speed of 130 kph, meaning that it would in theory be restricted
by a speed threshold of 120 kph, in reality the historically achieved travel speed averages
at about 118 kph. What this in turn means is that even though on first glance, a road
previously limited to 130 kph might be restricted by a general speed limit, in reality most
network participants on this road section are never able to reach travel speeds above the
speed limit throughout most of the day, meaning the restriction would not affect them at
all but would also not contribute to any CO2 savings resulting from a general speed limit.
While critics of general speed restrictions base their argumentation of heavy incursions on
personal freedom on the first aspect of currently allowed maximum speed limits, the more
relevant aspect in terms of CO2 reductions is the analysis of practical, real-world facts as
recorded by navigation devices.
Putting these claims to the test by adding the previously retrieved historical traffic
details from TomTom into the equation, our network analysis revealed that only 7.19%
of all flow kilometers allow for high-speed driving. High-speed driving is defined as
the circumstance that a road section is currently not restricted by any traffic signs (“unrestricted” or “open”) and has no traffic-induced delays, for example, caused by traffic
jams or construction sites. Comparing this 7.19% of practically “unlimited” flow kilometers
according to real-world TomTom data (where it is indeed possible to achieve high speeds
in day-to-day driving) to the previously described 53.5% of theoretically unrestricted flow
according to traffic signs, a major gap between theory and practice became obvious.
Additionally, a total of 65.61% of all flow kilometers on average do not reach their
legally allowed travel speed (according to traffic signs) due to general traffic volume as well
as traffic jams. To put it simply, most motorway sections operate at suboptimal performance
due to traffic delays induced by too many network participants simultaneously claiming
usage of the same finite infrastructure. Additionally, another 1.61% of all flow kilometers
operate below their legally allowed speed limits without any traffic-induced delays at all.
On the other hand, for 22.5% of flow kilometers, the average daily travel speed exceeds
the legally allowed speed limit, leading to illegal speeding on certain motorway sections.
It therefore appears that major reductions in CO2 emissions can already be achieved by
enforcing current speed limitations more strictly.
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Referencing the speed limit of 120 kph as proposed by the GEA, the introduction of
such a general speed limit across the entire network would restrict 50.74% of practical flow
kilometers, leading to a decrease in average speed of 4.1 kph or 2.94% compared to the
status quo.
4.3. Analysis of Possible CO2 Reductions by Inducing Speed Limits
Now that we have established that a general speed limit of 120 kph across all German
motorways would restrict 50.74% of total daily flow kilometers based on real-world traffic
data, the question remains as to what proportions of CO2 emission savings would result
from such measures.
During the second major part of the analysis, we identified potential emission savings
on a per-edge basis by calculating the total CO2 emissions with and without a speed limit
threshold in place. To achieve this, we calculated CO2 emissions by inserting the historical
travel speeds as measured by TomTom, adjusted by applying the travel speed distribution
previously depicted in Figure 6 into the regression model and retrieved the respective CO2
emissions. If the historic travel speed was higher than the introduced speed threshold,
the value of the threshold was inserted instead. According to our traffic data network
coverage of 81.5%, we scaled up the results of our calculations by dividing each absolute
CO2 value by.815, such that the remaining 18.5% of network edges not covered by any
TomTom data were likewise included within the results to be presented.
By applying this logic to the network, total daily CO2 savings of 7.43% compared to the
unrestricted network can be achieved, while the aforementioned 50.74% of flow kilometers
throughout the German motorway network would practically be restricted. In absolute
measures, this would save 9796.37 tons of CO2 emission per day or 3,575,675.95 tons of CO2
per year within the transport sector. To calculate yearly savings, we assumed a historically
averaged Monday is representative for any given weekday. Future research might focus
on analyzing network characteristics depending on different days of the week, especially
Monday to Friday versus the weekend.
The same procedure was carried out for several different thresholds ranging from
60 kph to 130 kph, comparing potential CO2 savings to network restrictions necessary to
achieve these savings. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Sensitivity analysis of different speed limit thresholds and their impact on network speed compared to CO2 savings.
Highlighted in blue is the scenario of 120 kph referenced during most of this article.
Speed Threshold
[kph]

Restricted Flow
Kilometers [%]

Ø Speed
Restriction [kph]

Ø Speed
Restriction [%]

CO2 Savings [%]

CO2 Savings
[tons]

60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130

96.91
96.91
92.06
87.92
80.68
69.23
50.74
35.23

57.52
47.83
38.26
28.77
19.51
10.95
4.10
−0.14

46.73
38.37
30.54
22.66
15.1
8.27
2.94
−0.26

28.04
27.45
25.98
23.16
18.94
13.49
7.43
2.39

36,965.63
36,184.47
34,251.81
30,536.46
24,963.77
17,777.05
9796.37
3144.28

One interesting result from Table 2 is the fact that a speed limit of 130 kph would result
in a negative change of average speed (meaning an average speed increase) throughout
the network. On first sight, this appears to be counterintuitive. Nonetheless, these results
are a good indicator for the underlying assumption that the introduction of a speed limit
would implicitly result in road participants adhering to these new regulations. Due to
the previously described average speed throughout the network of 119.38 km an hour,
adhering to the speed limit would require the general road user to increase their average
driving speed. Since the current average network travel speed results not only from driver
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preference but also primarily from infrastructural performance of the network in general,
it is highly unlikely that such a broad change could be realized.
To allow for a representative comparison between both studies it was important to
keep in mind that while the GEA cited the total amount of CO2 emitted by motorized
vehicles as 44.5 million tons annually, a calculation within our network returned a total
of 48.12 million tons, based on official and supplemented traffic count information as
well as navigation service provider data. Therefore, percentage-wise comparison required
normalization as provided within Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison between results presented by the German Environment Agency (GEA) versus results generated by
programmatically analyzing the network.
Speed Threshold
[kph]

CO2 Savings GEA
[m tons]

CO2 Savings GEA [%]

CO2 Savings Network
Analysis [m tons]

CO2 Savings Network
Analysis * [%]

100
120
130

6.2
2.9
2.2

13.93
6.52
4.94

9.1
3.6
1.1

20.45
8.09
2.47

* Percentage-values normalized to 44.5 million tons according to the GEA.

The estimated CO2 savings for a targeted speed limit of 120 kph differed by 1.57 percentage points, based on the absolute difference of 700,000 tons annually between our
analysis and the results presented by the GEA. This gap is a direct result of the different
methodologies applied. While the GEA used a fixed set of measuring points to extrapolate
traffic flow information across the network, the methodology presented in this article
referenced real-world traffic data provided by navigation devices across 81% of the network. Results differed more significantly for the remaining two cases of 100 and 130 kph.
These variations stemmed from the fact that Löhe [37], the major data source for the GEA
analysis, only provides data from measuring points for restricted sections with a speed
limit of 120 kph. Therefore, the GEA was only able to provide general estimations for
scenarios of 100 and 130 kph, while our data-driven methodology could draw from broad
navigation service provider data to estimate a more realistic speed distribution for these
additional thresholds.
4.4. On the Way to Well-Chosen Speed Limits
While the goal of minimizing CO2 emission is generally accepted as beneficial, discussions on the dimensions of restrictions necessary and acceptable to achieve these savings
continue. To better compare the proportions of restrictions necessary for achievable CO2
savings, the parallel coordinate plot in Figure 8 is used.
A completely parallel line in Figure 8 equates to a directly proportional relation
between two parameters. An example for this is the left-hand side for a speed limit of
90 km (black line). To achieve percentage-based CO2 savings of 23.16% compared to the
unrestricted network state, the average speed across the network must be reduced by
22.66%. In contrast to that, a steeper line in any direction (upward or downward slope)
indicates a non-proportional relation between two attributes. The steeper the line, the more
disproportional the relation is. Coming back to the major example of this article, the blue
line indicates a speed limit of 120 km per hour. While the left-hand side relation between
the average speed to be restricted and the potential savings is a positive one (an average
speed reduction of 2.94% results in average daily CO2 savings of 7.43%), the right-hand
side supports claims of disproportionate incisions as 50.74% of total flow kilometers would
require restrictions to achieve this 7.43% of CO2 savings. The same can be said for any of
the other thresholds considered during this case study.
To seek a mutually acceptable compromise for both parties—supporters and opponents of general speed restrictions—we took a closer look at the 120 kph restriction. In the
case of 120 kph, 50.74% of traffic flow would practically be restricted. The total CO2
emissions could be reduced by 7.43%, equaling 9796.37 tons per day. Figure 9 indicates
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depends on the daytime-specific actual driving speeds. As a result, the amount of flow
kilometers that are theoretically restricted is higher than the amount of flow kilometers
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dynamic traffic signs to adjust speed limits throughout different times of the day, based on
actual traffic volume at specified time t. Therefore, the x-axis of Figure 9 indicates the flow
that is driven on edges with potential speed signs, but its practical restriction depends on
the daytime-specific actual driving speeds. As a result, the amount of flow kilometers that
are theoretically restricted is higher than the amount of flow kilometers that are practically
restricted. This is worth mentioning since speed limit opponents will argue based on a
72% restriction extracted from Figure 9, which in fact distorts the proportion of restricted
flow kilometers and ignores dynamic real-world conditions. A more in-depth analysis and
discussion on the topic of dynamic traffic regulation can be found in the upcoming section.
Figure 10 depicts the result in terms of absolute CO2 savings per network edge (with
an average edge length of 1.8 km) throughout the German motorway network according to
our network analysis. Unsurprisingly, the highest savings are to be found on motorway
edges in between large cities. As proximity to city centers increases, only marginal savings,
if any, exist, which is to be expected since most of the traffic converges at these network
intersections before it splits into different directions. Therefore, these highly used parts of
the network predominately suffer from traffic jams, decreasing the historically averaged
travel speed. Due to this decrease in average travel speed, most motorways located in close
proximity to major cities are not affected by a speed limit since their default travel speed
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5. Discussion
Our results verify the assumption that a general speed limit throughout the German
motorway network can help reduce the annual amount of CO2 emission by reducing
average travel speeds. The range of achievable savings calculated using our proposed
methodology is in line with previous governmental studies by the German Environment
Agency as well as the body of literature on this topic [24,28,30,36].
The methodology presented in this paper delivers a coherent guide on how to programmatically leverage official governmental data, historical traffic information as well
as open-data platforms to improve on many of the shortcomings of previous studies,
mainly on the issue of non-published data sets as well as the lack of transparency and
reproducibility caused by it.
As discussed in Section 4, it is not necessary to apply speed limits to the whole network.
Instead of this, we suggest the usage of so-called Variable Speed Limits (VSL). In addition
to reducing the obstacle of perceived justification, VSL contribute significant further side
effects, mainly flow optimization, reduced travel times, a decrease in traffic shock waves as
well as an increase in road safety in general [43–50].
Unfortunately, motorists generally do not adhere to speed limits [51]. Because of that,
VSL still require enforcement to realize many of their implied benefits [52–54], which results
in high upfront and maintenance costs. It is therefore necessary to precisely evaluate
the benefits resulting from these investments. In our case, Sections 3 and 4 focused on
environmental benefits in terms of CO2 emission savings. The calculated savings of
3.6 million tons annually (by implementing a speed limit of 120 kph) would require 50.74%
of daily flow kilometers to be restricted throughout the network. However, this estimation
resides on the lower end of the spectrum since it currently neglects the positive impacts
of VSL previously described. Due to this, a wide-scale implementation of Variable Speed
Limits could lead to reduced road occupancy, resulting in a smoothed traffic flow, which
transfers to better driving patterns that require less acceleration and braking throughout a
journey, decreasing the fuel consumption of any given vehicle, which directly correlates to
fewer fossil fuels burned and less CO2 emitted throughout the network.
Unfortunately, the proposed introduction of VSL into the network highlights a major
limitation of our methodology, since these effects cannot currently be determined because
we adhered to simplifications and assumptions provided by the GEA for the sake of
comparability. Due to this, future research might focus on improving on these assumptions
and supplementing the network via more specific and scientifically verifiable calculations.
Some key points to be approved upon can therefore be summarized as follows:
We adopted the average-based CO2 emission functions derived by the GEA. Since
data on how the underlying driving cycles have been calculated are non-public, we suggest
building transparent CO2 emission functions. To achieve this, vehicle registration data
can be analyzed to extract the distribution of different vehicle types moving on German
motorways. In addition to that, open access frameworks like COPERT could be utilized
to differentiate CO2 emission curves by vehicle and fuel type [55]. The biggest issue that
needs addressing is the fact that CO2 emission functions often have a limited definition
range. COPERT functions are currently only defined up to velocities of 130 kph. Therefore,
one crucial part is finding or developing emission functions that adhere to the following
two requirements: (1) they should be detailed enough to differentiate between vehicle
and fuel types, and (2) must be robust at higher speeds, which are driven on legally
unrestricted motorways.
Additionally, the applicability and reliability of the traffic distribution functions provided by the GEA depicted in Figure 6 require further validation. Since the introduction
of a general speed limit might significantly impact the driving patterns throughout the
network, leading to increased travel times and longer lengths of stay within the network,
future studies could focus on a simulation-based approach to validate the assumed distribution functions and their impact on network-wide CO2 emission savings. Microscopic
traffic simulation would also allow for the inclusion of VSL-based calculations [56–58],
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drastically improving on the applicability of our methodology to practical debates and
potentially offsetting concerns on the topic of negative changes in driving patterns.
6. Conclusions
The contribution of this paper is a methodology to allow for transparent data analysis
in road networks by enriching OpenStreetMap (OSM) data with publicly available traffic
information on a dynamic scale.
We apply our methodology to contribute to the discussion of possible CO2 emission
savings via the introduction of a speed limit to the German motorway network by comparing our programmatical results to the official study by the German Environment Agency
published in 2020. The comparison reveals that while the key facts and estimations in terms
of network infrastructure as presented by the GEA hold true, major differences between
the theoretical assumptions of network performance in terms of possible travel speeds and
practical data gathered by navigation service providers can be identified.
We have quantified and shown that the introduction of a flat-rate speed limit of 120 km
per hour would result in a theoretical restriction of about 70% of total flow kilometers across
the German motorway network, saving 3,575,675.95 tons of annual CO2 emissions within
the transport sector. More importantly, we quantify that nearly 100% of these savings could
already be realized by restricting only 50.74% of all network sections dynamically throughout the day due to significant variations in time-dependent road utilization. Additional
calculations for speed limits from 60 kph to 130 kph were provided as a means of sensitivity
analysis to our findings.
Since we adopted multiple simplifying assumptions provided by the GEA for sake of
comparability, future research might focus on speed distribution patterns in the context
of 100 and 130 kph as well as on validating the presented driving cycles to calculate the
speed-induced CO2 emissions. In addition to that, the influence of Variable Speed Limits
on traffic flow smoothness and its consequences, such as the level of CO2 emissions and
the probability of accidents, are currently not included and should be analyzed in detail.
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